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The Passions Vs. The Virtues

The Demons:
1 = Satan
2 = Lucifer
3 = Zagam
4 = Leviathan
5 = Mammon
6 = Agramon
7 = Beelzebub
8 = Asmodeus
9 = Belphegor

The Archangels:
1 = Michael
2 = Tzadkiel
3 = Raphael
4 = Khamael
5 = Raziel
6 = Metatron or Sandalphon
7 = Tzaphkiel
8 = Haniel
9 = Gabriel
Each passion has its corresponding demon: Belphegor demon of sloth, Satan demon of anger, Lucifer demon of pride, Zagam demon of deceit, Leviathan demon of envy, Mammon demon of avarice, Agramon demon of fear, Beelzebub demon of gluttony, Asmodeus demon of lust.
KHAMAEL
Keter—"Crown"
Chochmah—"Wisdom"
Binah—"Understanding"
Chesed—"Kindness"
Gevurah—"Severity"
Tiferet—"Beauty"
Netzach—"Victory"
Hod—"Splendor"
Yesod—"Foundation"
Malchut—"Rulership"

Tree of Life & Enneagram
correspondences:
Central Pillar = 6, 3, 9
Right Pillar = 5, 2, 8
Left Pillar = 7, 4, 1
I do not agree with the Sephirot correspondences on the following cards by Jane Carlton, but they have nice images, accurate ennea-type descriptions, and provide the angelic hierarchy correspondences and alternate ruling angels for each enneagram number. Thanks Jane...
Virtue

Geburah

*fill with vigorous, powerful virtue—help with struggle against temptation*

Is at best are ethical, conscientious and responsible.

At worst they can also be judgemental, rigid and irritable.

Golachab

2008 Jane Carlton.
Netzach

healing—loving—protecting—
awaken us to our true potential

2s at best are 
nurturing, generous 
and empathic.

At worst they can 
also be intrusive, 
manipulative and 
martyrlike.

Harab Serapel
2008 Jane Carlton.
Principality

Chokhmah

oversee nations, religions, leaders
—direct the universe—protect lands and people—
teach respect and honour

3s at best are hardworking, motivated and successful.

At worst they can also be unfeeling, superficial and workaholic.

Chaigidel

2008 Jane Carlton.
Archangel

Tiphereth

announce about the great and holy—reveal mysteries and will of God—intensify deep faith—enlighten people

4s at best are creative, compassionate and deeply feeling.

At worst they can also be moody, self-absorbed drama queens.

Togaririm

2008 Jane Carlton.
Cherub

Yesod

streams of wisdom—many-eyed—pour out divine wisdom—radiate divine knowledge and understanding of mysteries of God

5s at best are analytical, objective and self-sufficient.

At worst they can also be intellectually arrogant, emotionally detached and negative.

Gamaliel

2008 Jane Carlton.
Malkuth

uphold God—open to receive divine presence—serve uprightness of God’s justice—steadfast

6s at best are loyal and practical with enquiring minds.

At worst they can also be paranoid, defensive and self-sabotaging.

Nehemoth

2008 Jane Carlton.
Seraph
Chesed

glowing ones—sing God's glory and purify people by "firing them to their own heart"

7s at best are spontaneous, joyful and enthusiastic.

At worst they can also be unreliable, manic and narcissistic.

Gamchicoth

2008 Jane Carlton.
Dominion

Hod

give themselves wholly to true authority—miracles
— instruct Earthly authorities to wise governance—
mastery over will—subordinate flesh to spirit

8s at best are
direct, authoritative
and protective.

At worst they can
also be excessive,
bullying and
insensitive.

Samael

© 2008 Jane Carlton.
Power

Binah

Maintain order—defeat evil—fulfil God’s will—assist in bearing obedience—spiritual strength and fortitude.

9s at best are friendly, unselfish and accepting.

At worst they can also be spaced out, stubborn and unassertive.

Sathariel

2008 Jane Carlton.